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Re: 2020 Annual Compliance Report Docket No. ACR2020 
 
Dear Chairman Kubayanda and Members of the Commission: 
 
On behalf of millions of taxpayers and consumers across the country, the Taxpayers Protection Alliance (TPA) 
is pleased to submit comments on the United States Postal Service’s (USPS) Annual Compliance Report (ACR) 
for Fiscal Year (FY) 2020. The past year was a tumultuous one for the federal agency, which lost $9.2 billion 
amid a continued decline of mail volume.1 In fact, FY 2020 marked the 14th consecutive year of net losses 
with cumulative losses from FY 2007 to the present totaling more than $80 billion. And, according to the 
Government Accountability Office, the agency’s total unfunded liabilities and debt amount to more than 
$160 billion.2 While the coronavirus pandemic considerably complicated delivery efforts by the USPS, 
package volume actually grew by 18.8 percent over the year. The USPS’ inability to translate this historic 
surge into lower net losses speaks to deep-seated pricing issues and structural problems within the agency.  
 
Absent significant reforms, the USPS may run out of liquidity by late 2021 and the prospect of taxpayer 
bailouts and broad-based postage increases on market-dominant monopoly services will be all but certain.3 
TPA urges the agency to make across-the-board spending cuts and efficiency improvements and make its 
pricing structure more transparent.  
 
In its latest ACR, the USPS notes the continued decline of first-class mail volume; the quantity of delivered 
mail pieces fell 4.8 percent in FY 2020.4 In its business plan, the USPS finds that, “Total volume of First-Class 
Mail and Marketing Mail has declined by 34 percent (approximately 66 billion pieces) since 2007 due to the 
proliferation of electronic bill presentment and payment, social media platforms, and e-mail.”5 The agency 
has responded to these declines by attempting to pivot to its “competitive products,” namely package 
delivery. These “competitive” lines of business can in theory help rebound USPS finances, so long as 
competitive products are not being cross-subsidized by market dominant products (which would be a 
violation of 39 U.S. Code § 3633).  
 
The USPS claims in the ACR that, “The total competitive group incremental cost of $19.427 billion is well 
below total competitive products revenue of $30.522 billion (shown on page 3 of USPS-FY20-1)”, and 
therefore, cross-subsidization is not taking place. The formulas underlying these attributable cost estimates, 

 
1 U.S. Postal Service. “U.S. Postal Service Reports Fiscal Year 2020 Results.” November 13, 2020.  
2 Government Accountability Office. “Congressional Action Is Essential to Enable a Sustainable Business Model.” 
GAO-20-385. May 2020.  
3 Alexandra Hutzler. “U.S. Postal Service Faces Financial Crisis That Threatens to Shutter Agency by End of 2021.” 
Newsweek. August 19, 2020.  
4 U.S. Postal Service. “United States Postal Service FY 2020 Annual Compliance Report.” ACR2020. December 29, 
2020. 
5 U.S. Postal Service. “…Five-Year Strategic Plan.” January 15, 2020.  
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however, are not available to the public and independent analysts to examine. Additionally, there is reason 
to believe that the USPS is significantly underestimating the costs attributable to its competitive products. 
Within its library references (USPS-FY20-39; CP03), the USPS lists costs associated with “Competitive Products 
Property and Equipment Assets” as totaling $5.0 million. This is approximately .03 percent of total net 
equipment and property assets reported by the agency in their FY 2020 10-K.6 
 
The USPS continues to assume that competitive assets comprise a miniscule percentage of total assets at a 
time when the agency continues to make major capital investments to accommodate packages and other 
competitive products. Moreover, procurement is expected to increase significantly in 2021, as the agency 
finalizes its $6.3 billion contract to order the production of 180,000 trucks.7 The USPS is likely to pay a 
premium for larger trucks to accommodate “competitive products,” yet TPA is concerned that attributable 
costs will not adequately reflect the actual resources expended to accommodate packages.  This 
procurement process has been complicated by a recent announcement that President Biden wants to replace 
the entire federal vehicle fleet with electric vehicles, which could further drive up costs.  
 
TPA urges the USPS to adequately and transparently address its pricing issues and submit a real plan to bring 
balance to the organization’s finances. TPA further urges the USPS to implement cost-cutting reforms and 
avert a multi-billion-dollar taxpayer bailout.  
 
Regards, 

 
David Williams      
President 

 

 
6 U.S. Postal Service. “Form 10-K FY 2020.” November 13, 2020.  
7 Jerry Hirsch. “Postal Service Delays Mail Truck Replacement Contract Again.” Trucks.com. December 1, 2020.  


